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ABSTRACT

Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors have the potential to provide precise position, velocity, and
timing information in high dynamic applications. Missile flight-testing is one such application where
accurate relative positions are important. GPS instrumentation can provide the high accuracy while
offering both significant cost savings and improved confidence in the test results when compared to
existing methods. To date, the use of GPS in missile flight-testing has been limited due to a lack of
demonstrated GPS receiver tracking capability in high dynamics. This paper evaluates several currently
available GPS receivers for both their tracking capability and their measurement accuracy in high
dynamic environments.
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INTRODUCTION

Development of high dynamic missiles, such as AMRAAM, Standard Missile, and Evolved Sea
Sparrow, requires test ranges to design the means for safely testing and evaluating live missile-flight
performance. The sophistication of small missile flight testing has driven test ranges to develop costly
instrumentation packages that are largely site specific. The objectives of the Joint Advanced Missile
Instrumentation (JAMI) program are to provide telemetry, time-space-position information (TSPI), flight
termination, and end-game scoring in a low-cost, modular package that can be implemented on any test
range. JAMI is an initiative of the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) Central Test and Evaluation
Investment Program (CTEIP) and, as such, addresses tri-service multi-missile testing needs.

A major component of the JAMI program is to supply sensors that will provide real-time navigation



information for range safety applications and data for post-mission analysis with a goal of decimeter-
level relative positioning. Range safety requirements include obtaining navigation information within
less than 3 s of missile launch. Missile maneuvers may require onboard data collection in high dynamic
environments encompassing supersonic velocities, tens of g’s of acceleration, and hundreds of g/s
change in acceleration or jerk. To meet all these conditions, JAMI has selected GPS as a source of TSPI
for range safety and end-game scoring applications.

This paper evaluates GPS receiver performance under various dynamic conditions. Evaluations of other
GPS sensors, including GPS translators and inertial-aided tracking receivers, are planned for a later date. 
The receiver testing presented was performed on a GPS signal generator, a rocket sled, and a centrifuge.

The GPS signal generator used in the tests described in this paper is an Interstate Electronics
Corporation (IEC) NAVSTAR GPS Satellite Constellation Simulator Model 2400 (SCS). The IEC SCS
used is located at the Guided Weapons Evaluation Facility (GWEF) at Eglin Air Force Base (AFB),
Florida. The IEC SCS has 24 independent channels (a channel carries one frequency for one satellite);
two radio frequency (RF) outputs; full L1 C/A, L1 P(Y), and L2 P(Y) capability; and high dynamic
vehicle simulation capacity. The host vehicle trajectory can be input as an ephemeris or a model. 

The paper describes a comparison of receiver performance for both an actual rocket sled test and a
simulator case generated from truth data from the actual test. This comparison provides a means to
validate the integrity of the simulator GPS signals for the moderate dynamics of the sled test. The paper
then presents the results of the receiver evaluations over a table of various dynamic conditions to better
understand the tracking capability. Finally, results are presented from a centrifuge test that evaluated
receiver performance in dynamic conditions of up to 15 g.

PROCESSING SOFTWARE AND GPS RECEIVERS
 

Three different software packages were used to process the observations collected from the IEC SCS at
the GWEF. Two software modules obtained from The XYZ’s of GPS, Inc. performed differential GPS
(DGPS) positioning and carrier phase kinematic positioning, respectively. The carrier phase kinematic
software, called Eager, uses dual frequency data in an on-the-fly (OTF) processing algorithm to precisely
determine the user’s (remote) position. For a baseline less than about 20 km, Eager has been shown to
deliver centimeter-level accuracy relative positions. Another software package developed by Waypoint
Consulting, Incorporated also delivers position estimates with single frequency or dual frequency data..

The GPS receivers used in these tests are both dual and single frequency receivers. The dual frequency
receivers include the Ashtech Z12, the Ashtech ZFX, and the Trimble Force 5. When used with the SCS,
these receivers collect C/A, dual frequency P-code pseudorange and carrier phase observations. The
Force 5 used is a PPS receiver that is capable of collecting dual frequency Y-code observations. In
addition, the Force 5 has no restrictions on its performance at high speeds. Civilian receivers do not
deliver valid position information at speeds greater than 1000 knots (about 514 m/s) or at heights greater
than 60,000 ft (about 18,000 m). The Z12 maximum data collection rate is 1 observation per second,
while the ZFX can collect observations at a maximum of 20 observations per second. The maximum rate
for the Force 5 is 1 observation per second. The Ashtech G12 is a single frequency receiver that can



collect C/A pseudorange and L1 carrier phase measurements at a maximum of 20 observations per
second. In these tests, the G12 used was a High Dynamic Missile Applications (HDMA) model which
delivers valid data at high speeds and altitude, like the Force 5.

SCS TEST RESULTS

The SCS tests consisted of four types: static, a moderate-dynamic sled-track test, centrifuge simulations,
and high-dynamic trajectory simulations. Two GPS receivers were used for each simulation run: one
receiver was designated the static reference site, and the other was the remote user - either a static site or
a dynamic host vehicle. Since the SCS has 24 independent RF channels, when dual frequency data are
output, signals from only six satellites can be accommodated simultaneously for the reference and the
remote receivers. These simulations were conducted, for the most part, without simulating atmospheric
effects. No multipath noise or jamming effects were introduced in any of the simulations. Most of the
simulation testing was performed using a single time span during GPS Week 966, Day 195, 1998. The
sled track test was simulated for the exact time of the actual test. The host vehicle trajectory used by the
SCS was logged during each simulation, and this file was used as truth for comparison.

STATIC SITE TESTING

The static simulations involved three baselines: zero,1-km, and 10-km baselines. Most of these tests
were conducted as dual frequency experiments using the Ashtech Z12 receivers, with a data collection
rate of 1 observation per second. A dual frequency 10-km baseline test with atmospheric effects in the
simulation was also performed. Two zero baseline tests involving the Ashtech G12 were conducted with
a data collection rate of 10 observations per second. 

For these static cases, DGPS positioning shows differences with truth on the meter level or better, with a
few anomalies corresponding to changes in satellite tracking. The results of the kinematic positioning
using the Eager software for the dual frequency data show differences with truth smaller than 1.5 cm per
component. These results are representative of the results obtained for the other baselines using the dual
frequency data and for those generated with the Waypoint software using the single frequency data.

These positioning results indicate that the single and dual frequency signals generated by the SCS are
accurate for static baselines. Both the pseudorange and carrier phase positioning results are consistent
with those type of results obtained from actual data collected over similar length baselines. The small
residuals between truth and the carrier phase kinematic positioning results further indicate that the SCS
phase delay calibration was correctly performed. 

COMPARISON WITH 1995 HOLLOMAN SLED OBSERVATIONS

An SCS reproduction of a moderate-dynamic test involved a sled track test performed at Holloman AFB,
NM, in May 1995 [1]. The actual sled test used two Ashtech Z-12 receivers. One was mounted on the
sled, and the reference was placed near the sled track at the point where maximum acceleration was
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expected. Observations of two frequency pseudorange and phase, were obtained from both receivers at
1 s intervals. During the 90 s duration of the test, eight satellites were in view and were tracked
continuously by both receivers. Maximum acceleration was under 2 g's.

For the SCS reproduction, the same Ashtech receivers were used to collect the GPS observations. In its
configuration at the time of the test, the SCS could simulate only 24 satellite channels simultaneously.
Collecting concurrent observations from the sled and the reference site required eliminating 2 of the
original 8 satellites from the simulation. The available channels could then simulate both sites. The 6
satellites with the highest elevation angles were used. The Holloman truth trajectory for the sled was
used to reproduce the sled observations. The known static coordinates of the reference site were used to
reproduce the track-side observations. The GPS observations from this simulation were post processed
and compared to the results generated using the actual observations obtained in 1995.

OTF kinematic position solutions were obtained for the sled with respect to the track-side reference site.
The same software was used for this processing as was used in 1995. The result of the processing is the
WGS 84 x, y, z position differences between the two sites. The time of closest approach of the sled to
the track-side reference was found by selecting the time where the differences were minimal. In order to
compute the time precisely, the times of the four position solutions bracketing the closest approach were
identified. The x, y, and z solutions were individually fit with a cubic polynomial and evaluated at
millisecond intervals. The time and distance of the closest approach was computed for the truth, the
original 1995 observations, the SCS simulation, and a software simulation that utilized a computer
program to generate the sled and reference observations. 

The SCS reproduced the original data well - well enough to help resolve a question with the original
results. A time-varying error in the along-track direction during the sled acceleration was noted in the
original solutions and was observed again in the SCS results. This had been attributed to a phase error in
the receiver tracking loops. The fact that it was observed again in the SCS simulation makes it clear that
this was the case. During the SCS simulation the receiver was static. This removed any effects that may
have been introduced by the receiver frequency standard when accelerated on the sled. Figure 1 shows



the along-track position computed from the 1995 solutions, the SCS simulation, the software simulation,
and the SCS log file - all differenced with the Holloman truth. The only solutions that show significant
error were computed from receiver observations, that is, the actual 1995 data and the SCS data. The time
and the distance of closest approach were also reproduced well. 

An Ashtech G12 was also used to collect observations from the SCS replication of the Holloman sled.
The G12 tracked all satellites through the 2-g sled dynamics. Using the Waypoint software, a single
frequency kinematic positioning solution was generated. Comparison of the Waypoint solution and the
SCS truth file showed differences no greater than 2 cm over the entire replication for all three
components. These results demonstrated that the third-order tracking loops of the G12 successfully
collected quality L1 carrier phase observations generated by the SCS for this moderate-dynamic test.

The conclusion from this analysis is that the SCS simulator can reproduce signals that mimic the original
moderate dynamics of the sled. The observed difference between the results of the actual 1995 test and
the SCS simulation may be due in part to the two fewer satellites used in the simulation.

HIGH DYNAMIC VEHICLE TESTS

An SCS simulation of a missile flight was used to evaluate the performance of the Ashtech G12 for high
dynamic tracking capability. The simulation replicated the flight of the missile aboard its launch
platform which performed simple maneuvers to attain altitude and velocity representative of an aircraft
before firing the missile. The jerk of the simulated missile’s boost was approximately 313 g/s, totally in
the north direction, for a duration of 75 ms. At the time of the missile boost, the aircraft was not
accelerating. Thus, the total resulting acceleration was approximately 23.5 g. The missile’s flight ended
approximately 6 s after boost. The baseline between the missile and the reference site ranged from about
0.5 km at the beginning of the flight to about 14 km at missile flight termination. No modeled
atmospheric effects or other noise sources were introduced to the simulated GPS observations. For the
entire flight, 11 satellites were visible to both the missile and reference station. Because no atmospheric
effects were simulated, observations were useable from all satellites regardless of their elevation angle.
Single frequency data were collected at a rate of 10 observations per second using the Ashtech G12 for
the missile and, simultaneously, the Ashtech ZFX for the reference.

Presented in Figure 2 are the differences in the east, north, and vertical directions between the DGPS
position estimates of the missile’s trajectory and the SCS truth trajectory. Also shown are the times when
the aircraft began horizontal accelerations and vertical accelerations; both of these accelerations were
smaller than 5 g’s. The time of the 313 g/s missile boost is denoted “Missile Boost.” The DGPS position
differences with truth are smaller than 40 cm in magnitude for the entire flight. Before missile boost, all
11 satellites were tracked by the G12, resulting in a Position Dilution Of Precision (PDOP) of 0.9. After
boost, the G12 lost track of 6 satellites and did not reacquire any before the flight termination. The
remaining 5 satellites provided a PDOP of 1.4. The changes, before and after boost, seen in the position
biases of the DGPS estimates are due to the loss of satellites tracked by the G12. To demonstrate this,
DGPS positions were generated for the entire span using only the 5 satellites tracked after boost; in this
case, the biases in the position estimates showed no change after boost. 
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Figure 2. Difference Between Simulated
DGPS Positions and Truth
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Figure 3. Difference Between Waypoint
Solutions and Truth

Presented in Figure 3 are the east, north, and vertical differences between the single frequency Waypoint
kinematic positioning results and the SCS truth trajectory. Before the vertical acceleration occurs,
centimeter-level agreement is seen between the single frequency kinematic positions and truth. 
Beginning at that event, the differences grow to about 40 cm in magnitude before the Waypoint solutions
are denoted unacceptable by the software. After missile boost, acceptable estimates are generated but
they show a large, approximately 40-cm, bias in the vertical direction. As mentioned above, at missile
boost the solution’s PDOP changes from 0.9 to 1.4 because the number of satellite tracked reduces from
11 to 5. However, at the vertical acceleration event, tracking on all satellites is continuous.  A large
change of approximately 500 m in altitude accompanied the vertical accelerations. With real-world data,
changes in altitude can significantly change the atmosphere’s effects on observations. The Waypoint
software always makes corrections to the observations for atmospheric effects when the altitude
difference between the remote and reference sites are significant. However, this test was performed
without atmospheric effects being modeled, so no corrections were required. The large differences seen
in Figure 3 after the vertical accelerations are due to the Waypoint software making atmospheric
corrections to observations not experiencing those effects.  

A second missile simulation that side-stepped the atmospheric complications mentioned above was
developed using a co-altitude profile. It was tested on the Ashtech G-12 receiver, which has third-order
carrier phase tracking loops. This high dynamic missile simulation of the rocket motor burn and inflight 90-
degree turn was controlled by specifying the duration of the jerk magnitude and turn radius for a given
velocity. The timing of the rocket motor burn simulated the launch of the missile from a shooter aircraft with
a velocity of 345 m/s. The motor burn jerk and duration were chosen to be 500 g/s for 50 ms. The 90-degree
turn resulted in an acceleration of 57 G’s. The missile motion dynamics are shown below in Figure 4. For
this test, the receiver carrier phase tracking loop bandwidth was set to 50 Hz.

Initially, 11 satellites were tracked by the G-12 receiver before the time of first motion. This number reduced
to a minimum of 4 during the worst of the jerk periods. A time history of satellites being tracked for the
entire simulation is shown in Figure 5. The acceleration profile is shown here for reference. It is interesting
to note that the G-12 continues to reacquire SVs during the onset of the 57-g turn.



        

Figure 4. The Number of Satellites Tracked Figure 5. Missile Motion Dynamics

Post-mission processing of the output from the G-12 receiver involved fixing the double difference
ambiguities to integers. Once the correct integer ambiguity values had been chosen, very high position
accuracy was obtainable using the carrier phases. A comparison with the truth data available from the SCS
(See Figure 6) shows that centimeter errors are possible in the perfect world of the simulator for this highly
dynamic and high-velocity missile trajectory.

Figure 6 Position Errors

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SYSTEMS CENTRIFUGE TEST

Outdoor centrifuge testing is one method being used to validate the SCS output. Both GPS data and
optical reference data are collected from the real centrifuge; comparisons are made between the GPS
derived trajectory and the truth trajectory. The centrifuge experiments are replicated on the SCS, and the
simulated GPS trajectories and the SCS truth files are compared. Finally, comparison of real-world and
simulated results will show to what extent the SCS outputs are realistic.

Preliminary real-world centrifuge testing was performed at the National Technical Systems (NTS) in



Figure 7. NTS Centrifuge

Saugus, CA. These tests, performed on 16 March 2000, were planned to be a checkout of the GPS data
collection environment around the centrifuge and an initial test of the video truth data system. Four
separate experiments were conducted: a walk-around test where the centrifuge arm was manually pushed
and three powered tests: a 7 revolution-per-minute (rpm) test, a 34-rpm test, and a 42-rpm test.
Approximately 5 to 10 minutes are required for the centrifuge to wind up to its maximum speed.
Figure 7 shows the centrifuge being prepared for the tests. The length of the arm is approximately
7.67 m (25 ft) long. For these experiments, two Ashtech G12 receivers were used to collect data on the
centrifuge. GPS antennas were mounted on the hub and on a 6-ft mast on the end of the arm. Placing the
antenna on a mast increased visibility over the surrounding berm. For these tests the receivers were not
placed on the end of the arm but were secured in an equipment box near the hub. In this way, the
receivers themselves were not exposed to the moderate g-levels of the tests. Two reference sites - NTS1
and NTS2 equipped with Ashtech ZFX receivers - were located on the south side of the centrifuge, each 
within 30 m of the centrifuge. Both of the Ashtech G12 receivers on the centrifuge and the Ashtech ZFX
reference receivers collected data at a rate of 10 observations per second. 

Truth data was obtained from a video camera mounted directly below the hub antenna. The video images
were synchronized and time-tagged with GPS time available from the hub receiver. From the video
images, horizontal and vertical offsets from the reference site were measured. A WGS 84 position of the
arm antenna was generated using the GPS-determined locations of the hub and reference site, the tape-
measure length of the centrifuge arm, and the video-derived offsets, along with horizontal and vertical
calibration calculations for the imagery. The estimated accuracy of the position derived from the imagery
is a few centimeters per component. 

The acceleration exerted at the end of the arm at 7 rpm is approximately 0.5 g; at 34 rpm the acceleration 
is about 10 g, and at 42 rpm the force is about 15 g. The acceleration experienced at the hub antenna,
which was slightly off the axis of rotation, never exceeded 0.2 g’s for any of the tests. Using an elevation
cutoff angle of 10 deg, the G12 attached to the arm antenna tracked all visible satellites through all tests
performed. Presented in Figure 8 are the differences between the GPS estimates of the position of the
arm and those estimates of the hub position for the 42 rpm (15 g) case. These differences represent the 
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GPS-derived length of the centrifuge arm. Also shown is the tape measure distance of the arm. As seen
in the figure, the GPS-derived length increases by about 6 cm during the high-speed portion of the
experiment, before and after 349100 s. The changes in the hub-to-arm distance are due to the 6-ft mast
bending away from the hub and then straightening up as the arm accelerates and decelerates,
respectively. Vibrations of the mast contribute to the scatter of the differences. In the slower walking
case and 7-rpm case, no changes in the GPS-derived length is observed, while for the 34-rpm case, the
deviations are smaller, about 4 cm.

Comparisons between the GPS-derived positions and the positions derived from the video reference data
for the 42-rpm case are presented in Figure 9. The differences in the east and north directions show small
biases at the times corresponding to the highest arm speeds; that is, when the mast is bending outward.
The derivation of arm antenna position based on the video imagery assumes a constant distance between
the hub and the arm antennas. The distance the mast bends is indeterminate using this one-camera
technique. Because the reference sites were nearly directly south of the centrifuge, most of the
differences due to mast bending are projected into the north direction differences. In the figure, near time
of highest arm speed (around 349100 s) results for both reference sites show a north direction bias
between about 3 to 5 cm. The vertical direction differences are also slightly biased by about 2 to 4 cm.
The vertical bias is attributed to how well the reference site’s antenna could be seen in the images. This
bias is constant over all arm speeds for each reference site.
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The results demonstrate that the G12 delivered high quality carrier phase observations during the 15-g
and lower accelerations of the first NTS tests. Additional centrifuge tests using the G12 and other
sensors will provide the framework of data needed to validate the SCS for high dynamic simulations.

CONCLUSION

The analyses presented in this paper are part of a Department of Defense initiative to further incorporate
GPS sensor capability into missile testing. Test results are presented for the evaluation of GPS receivers



in high dynamic conditions. Both tracking capability and receiver measurement accuracy are evaluated;
both GPS simulator and physical testing were performed.

Notably, an actual rocket sled test was reproduced on the simulator using the very accurate truth data as
the sled trajectory. This allowed for an accurate comparison between the receiver measurements
obtained from the simulator GPS signals and measurements obtained from the actual sled test.
Centimeter-level positioning agreement validated the simulator performance for the moderate (2 g)
dynamics of the rocket sled. The delays as a function of acceleration of the second-order tracking loops
of the test receiver were reproduced using the simulator signals.

The higher dynamic capability of a third-order tracking loop receiver were demonstrated using both the
simulator and a centrifuge. For the simulator, variations in dynamics relative to the GPS satellites were
evaluated to obtain a performance table. This table established a high correlation between the change-in-
Doppler frequency (due to change-in-velocity) and loss-of-lock when this frequency change exceeded
the specified bandwidth of the tracking loops.

The initial centrifuge test demonstrated receiver third-order tracking up to 15 g’s. Centimeter-level phase
tracking was demonstrated by comparing the GPS-determined length of the rotation arm with the tape
measured value. A further comparison was made with time-tagged video metric data. Higher dynamic
centrifuge tests are planned for the near future.

Additional high dynamic testing is planned to evaluate both GPS translators and inertially-aided tracking
loop receivers. In particular, at the time of publication, analysis of results from tests using the Trimble
Force 5 were not ready for publication. Inertially-aided Force 5 testing results and results from other
sensor testing should be reported in the near future.
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